
#5402 “SMILE FILE”
Rectangle Shaped Multi-Color Thick Foam Nail File
Extra thick EVA Foam nail f ile with up to a full color imprint on one side included in 
the price. A nice upgrade to old fashioned emery boards. Clear vinyl sleeve included 
in bulk. 2nd side imprint available at additional charge. 

Size: 3-1/8” W x 1/2” H . Imprint: 3-1/8” W x 3/4” H x 1-9/16”. Grit Gauge: 240
Clear vinyl sleeve separately

*PhotoImage ® Full Color Imprint Setup Charge: 55.00 (G) for one-sided imprint or same artwork used on both sides. If 2nd side imprint is a different image, add 
55.00 (G) setup charge. Price Includes: up to a Full Color Imprint on one side of nail file. 2nd side imprint is available for additional charge shown in price chart. Email Proof: 
7.50 (G), add 2 days to production time. Repeat Setup: 27.50 (G). Production Time: 5 days. Packaging: Bulk. Please note nail files and vinyl sleeves are packed bulk 
separately. To insert files into vinyl sleeves please add .25 (G) each and specify. Material: Double sided grit layered over EVA Foam. Weight: 1-1/2lbs. (200 pcs.).

Specify Promo #LTE3687 to receive special pricing at time of order placement as it cannot be applied later. This offer may not be combined with any other promotion, discount, coupon 
and/or special column pricing (EQP & NQP do not apply sorry no exceptions). Expires 5/31/2021. All prices are in US Dollars.

Please note: Imprint on top of grit subject to normal wear and tear which is not considered a defect. Exact PMS color match cannot be achieved when printing digitally on the surface of nail files. E-Proofs are only a color approximation of actual CMYK digital printing and will not match printed 
product exactly. Small shifting of imprint cannot be avoided when printing. As each product is manufactured and printed individually, up to 3/16” movement in logo alignment may occur. Nail Files are intended for individual use and cannot be compared.
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